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Abstract Heat transfer enhancement resulting from

the impingement and rebound of bubbles in confined

geometries can play an important role in heat transfer

applications. Limited studies exist on the impact be-

haviour of large ellipsoidal bubbles against a horizontal

surface, while the associated fluid flow field has received

even less recognition. To address this, the current study

investigates the dynamics of a single large ellipsoidal

bubble impinging on a horizontal heated surface.

The bouncing dynamics have been explored by util-

ising synchronised high- speed and IR photography. Due

to the large bubble size in the present study only a bub-

ble with a low release to surface distance was found to

have a symmetric bouncing event. The results showed

that separated wake structures initially cooled the sur-

face before the wake structures become counter produc-

tive and convect warm fluid onto the previously cooled

surface. Two cooling zones were observed; the inner re-

gion due to the bubble and the outer region due to the

bubble’s wake.

Keywords Rising bubble · Bouncing bubble · Heat

transfer enhancement · IR thermography

1 Introduction

Two phase flows occur extensively in nature and in

technology and are utilized in systems ranging from

healthcare to the energy industry. In particular, two
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phase flow plays an important role in convective cool-

ing and chemical engineering applications ranging from

complex cooling systems to mixing in reactors. Research

has shown that two phase flows can produce exceedingly

high heat transfer coefficients, which have the ability to

be an order of magnitude higher than their single phase

counterparts. This has motivated numerous investiga-

tions over the past century [1–9]. Although the dynam-

ics of free rising bubbles have been studied extensively

[10–14], research into their effects on heat transfer is

limited; even fewer studies have been performed in re-

lation to bouncing bubbles. A number of authors have

investigated the effect of a bubble bouncing against a

solid surface [15–19] under adiabatic conditions, but the

corresponding heat transfer processes have received lim-

ited attention to date [3,4,20,21].

Qiu & Dhir [5] conducted an experimental study on

the flow patterns and heat transfer associated with a

vapour bubble sliding on a downward facing heated sur-

face. They showed that the sliding bubble wake struc-

ture to the rear of the bubble enhanced heat trans-

fer by introducing cooler liquid from the bulk to the

surface. This was supported by the IR thermography

experiments of Donnelly et al. [22] and more recently

O’Reilly Meehan et al. [23] for a single air bubble and

an in-line bubble pair, respectively. Complex “packets”

of surface convective heat transfer enhancement were

observed that was consistent with the vortex structures

measured by O’Reilly Meehan et al. [24] using particle

image velocimetry. Manickam & Dhir [9] performed a

further study, with the same experimental apparatus

as Qiu & Dhir [5]. Holographic interferometry was used

to measure the temperature field surrounding the bub-

ble. It was found that the bubble shape changed from a

spheroid to an elongated cylinder and to a segment of
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Nomenclature

Acs cross sectional area (m2)
C specific heat capacity (J/kgK)
I Amperage (A)
R resistance (ohm)
Sx,y,z coordinate (m)
T temperature (K)
Tm dimensionless temperature (Eq. 4)
de equivalent diameter (m)
dx camera pixel size (m)
l foil length (m)
q′′ heat flux (W/m2)

t time (s)
α thermal diffusivity (m2/s)
δ surface thickness (m)
κ thermal conductivity (W/mK)
ρ density (kg/m3)
∞ bulk fluid conditions
f foil
p paint
sl slice distance
s test surface
x,y,z coordinate direction

a sphere in that order, as the bubble slid on the heated

surface.

Another study by Delauré et al. [6] utilised PIV to

study local fluid velocities adjacent to a vertical and

inclined heated surface along with the associated heat

transfer. The swirling flow resulting from the shedding

of vortices and fluctuations in the external fluid tem-

perature due to bubble agitation were found to enhance

the local heat transfer. The shedding of hairpin vortices

from the bubble wake increased the temperature fluctu-

ations in the thermal boundary layer by bringing colder

fluid into contact with the heated surface.

Donnelly et al. [7] investigated the dynamics of a

rising bubble and its influence on heat transfer from a

vertical heated plate utilising the hot film sensor tech-

nique. Two methods of heat transfer enhancement were

found, with the first being the bubble acting as a bluff

body when its path was sufficiently close to the surface.
However, when the bubble was further from the plate,

the ensuing wake was found to affect heat transfer,

although this was dependent on the path orientation

of the bubble. A further study by Donoghue et al. [8]

demonstrated the effect on heat transfer of whether the

bubble’s zig-zag path is normal or parallel to the heated

surface, with the zig-zag path being controlled by the

nozzle geometry.

With regard to bubble impact on horizontal sur-

faces, a recent study by Donoghue et al. [25] investi-

gated coupled convective heat transfer and bubble mo-

tion due to the effect of a single 3.4 mm air bubble

rising through water and impacting and bouncing on a

heated horizontal surface. The time varying convective

heat flux distribution was quantified for a single bub-

ble impact and bouncing event and the detailed results

were explained in terms of the bubble dynamics.

To date limited studies have been presented which

illustrate the complex relationship between bubble mo-

tion and associated heat transfer from a surface. To

address this, simultaneous measurement of heat trans-

fer, fluid motion and bubble motion must be performed

in order to better understand these complex interac-

tions. The focus of this study is on a large, axisymmet-

ric air bubble rising through water and impacting on a

heated horizontal surface. The time varying convective

heat flux and temperature distribution is quantified for

a single bubble impacting and bouncing, with the re-

sults explained in terms of the bubble dynamics and

the surrounding fluid motion.

2 Experimental Apparatus
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Fig. 1 Experimental set-up. The High-speed cameras are ori-
entated perpendicular to one another, with the IR camera
being placed above the heated surface. The LED are placed
behind a diffusive screen, opposite to the camera position,
illuminating the bubble from behind.
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The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. It

consists of a 110×95×195 mm3 tank constructed from

3 mm thick glass with a horizontally mounted test sur-

face placed at the top. The tank contains an adjustable

bubble injection orifice, a controllable heated surface

and a bulk water thermocouple. A high-speed infrared

camera and two CCD cameras are mounted directly

above and horizontally at the sides of the test section

respectively. To capture rapid movement of the bubble

as it rises, high intensity lighting is required to enhance

the outline of the bubble. This is provided by three high

intensity light emitting diode (LED) strips mounted op-

posite each camera. A diffusive screen is placed between

the lights and glass tank to create a uniform light sheet.

Two NAC Hi-Dcam II digital high-speed colour cam-

eras are used in these experiments. Both high speed

cameras give a spatial resolution of approximately 37

µm/pixel.

A FLIR SC6000 high resolution, high speed infrared

camera is used to capture spatial and temporal changes

in the surface temperature during bubble impingement

events. The camera has a 640 × 512 pixel focal plane

array and an InSb 3-5 µm sensor which is vacuum sealed

within the cooler assembly. For the present study, the

spatial resolution of the IR camera was 203 µm/pixel.

All three cameras are set to record at a frequency of

1000 Hz and are triggered simultaneously using a 5 V

TTL signal. The IR camera has an exposure time of 0.8

ms, while each high speed camera has an exposure time

of 0.5 ms.

The bubble injection system is mounted on a mov-

able platform, which allows the injection point to be

adjusted to varying distances from the test surface. For

the present study the distance was 30 mm. The injection

orifice is a 2 mm hole machined into a stainless steel

base which is connected to a Hamilton GASTIGHT

1002 2.5 ml syringe by means of a 300 mm length of

tube with a 0.5 mm internal diameter. An accurate bub-

ble injection rate is achieved by using a KD Scientific

model 220 series infusion pump set to an injection flow-

rate of 100 ml/hr for the present study. The growth rate

of the bubble was found to be linear, with the stepper

motor having no influence on the bubble growth dy-

namics as shown by Albadawi et al. [26–28]. The tank

is filled with ultra-pure water, purified with a Milli-

pore purification system. The water temperature was

approximately 19.7 ± 1◦C.

The test surface consists of a metal foil, the lower

side of which is in contact with the water while the

upper side is insulated by means of infrared transparent

glass. The test surface is a 10 µm thick Constantan

Alloy Cu55/Ni45 rolled foil supplied by Goodfellow Ltd.

The foil is clamped between two busbars using silver

Table 1 Foil and paint properties.

Density ρf 8637 kg/m3

Thermal conductivity kf 23.13 W/mK
Specific heat Cf 401.5 J/kgK
Density ρp 1277 kg/m3

Thermal conductivity kp 0.095 W/mK
Specific heat Cp 2835 J/kgK
Thermal diffusivity αp 2.62× 10−8 m2/s [31,32]

based electrically conductive epoxy. The top side of the

foil viewed by the IR camera is coated with matt black

paint with an emissivity of 0.95. To ensure an accurate

calibration the procedure is performed with the glass

window in place. This in situ calibration process, as

used by Schulz [29] and Ochs et al. [30] ensures that the

effect of the infrared window and paint emissivity are

accounted for. The paint layer thickness was determined

to be 11.62 ± 0.87 µm. The foil and paint properties

are shown in Table 1.

The foil is insulated on the upper surface by a 3 mm

air gap. The air gap is maintained by a Calcium Fluo-

ride (CaF2), 1 mm thick IR transparent viewing win-

dow. This polished glass window has a very high per-

centage transmissibility, approximately 95% for a depth

of 1 mm.

In order to evaluate the convective heat flux, a pixel-

by-pixel energy balance is applied to the heater. Eq. 1

accounts for generated heat flux (q′′gen, defined in Eq. 2),

while q′′cond is the heat conducted through the 3 mm air

layer, to the CaF2 glass. The air within the gap is as-

sumed to be stagnant, as the Rayleigh number for the

cavity was estimated to be Ra = 47. This compares

with a critical value of Rac =1708, as reported by In-

cropera et al. [33]. Therefore, heat transfer from the

bottom to the top surface occurs by conduction and ra-

diation. q′′rad is the radiation from the rear side of the

foil; there is very little radiation from the front of the

foil, both due to the foil’s low emissivity and the fact

that the adjacent water has low transmissivity in the

wavelength range considered. Lateral heat conduction

and heat storage within the foil are also accounted for

in Eq. 1, which is solved by applying a second order

central-difference approximation to the spatial deriva-

tives and a first order central-difference approximation

to the time derivative [34–36]. Results in this investi-

gation are discussed in terms of the parameters defined

as follows:
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Fig. 2 Sequence depicting the path and shape of a 4.1 mm bubble released from a height of 20 mm. Both the x – z and y –
z planes at time intervals of 4 ms between red and black outlines for a bubble.

q′′conv = q′′gen − q′′cond − q′′rad+

(kfδf + kpδp)

(
∂2T

∂x2
+
∂2T

∂y2

)
−

(ρfCpfδf + ρpCppδp)
∂T

∂t
(1)

q′′gen =
I2elecRelec

dx2
(2)

Relec = ρelec
l

Acs
(3)

where Ielec is the current through one foil element of re-

sistance, Relec. ρelec is the electrical resistivity of Con-

stantan, l is the length parallel to the current flow and

Acs is the cross-sectional area of the foil. A dimension-

less temperature difference, Tm, is defined as:

Tm =
Ts,t=n − T∞
Ts,t=0 − T∞

(4)

where Ts,t=n is the surface temperature at each time

step, from t = 0 to t = 8 s, Ts,t=0 is the surface tem-

perature at the beginning of the test and T∞ is the

bulk fluid temperature. Increases in Tm are indicative

of decreased heat transfer whereas decreasing Tm is in-

dicative of increased local heat transfer.

The uncertainty in the convective heat flux due to

the motion of the bubble and ensuing wake is evalu-

ated utilizing an error propagation analysis on Eq. 1

as described by Donoghue et al. [25]. The resulting un-

certainty in the measured heat flux ranges from 3.5%–

16.6%, with the maximum being at the highest convec-

tive heat flux level due to the additional error associated

with the lateral conduction and thermal storage terms.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Bubble Motion

Once the bubble has departed the injection orifice it

quickly gains momentum as buoyancy forces acceler-

ate it upward towards its terminal velocity. In this case

the bubble has an equivalent diameter of de = 4.1 mm,

which was determined by equating the volume of the

bubble immediately after detachment from the orifice

to that of a sphere. The bubble’s terminal velocity is

dependent on the Morton, Reynolds and Eötvös num-

bers with it, according to Clift et al. [37], expected to be

approximately 250 mm/s. In this case due to the con-

finement, a stable terminal velocity was never achieved

as the orifice to impact surface distance was too low

but a maximum oscillatory velocity of 287 mm/s was

achieved prior to impact. The maximum oscillatory ve-

locity is the peak velocity due to the sinusoidal motion,

induced due to the change in the bubble’s aspect ratio.
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Fig. 3 Sequence depicting the path and shape of a 4.1 mm bubble released from a height of 20 mm during the initial impact
(0 ms) and rebound. The time between images is 1 ms. (g) illustrates the following (i) dark fluid, (ii) inner vortex and (iii)
outer vortex.

Larger bubbles display more complex rise patterns

when compared to bubbles with equivalent diameters of

less than 1.5 mm; these include both zig-zag and spiral

rise paths, or a combination of both patterns. As noted

by previous literature, the rise path of larger bubbles

is dictated largely by the previously mentioned dimen-

sionless numbers. However, as noted by Tomiyama et

al. [38] and Wu & Gharib [39] the path, shape and veloc-
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Dark
Fluid

Fig. 4 Bubble outline and approximate fluid motion at a
time of 7 ms, corresponding to Fig 3 (g).

ity of the bubble are extremely sensitive to initial shape

deformation during the departure process. Thereby, the

injection process will have a profound effect on the bub-

ble’s shape and motion. Note that Marangoni convec-

tion has not been observed during bubble impact due

to the order of magnitude of the bubble’s velocity when

compared to that expected for Marangoni convection to

occur. The absence of this type of flow has also been

confirmed by means of PIV measurements, i.e. when

the bubble is attached Marangoni flow would be visible

as a toroidal vortex around the bubble.

Fig.2 illustrates the rise path of a 4.1 mm bubble

released from a nozzle-to-target height of 20 mm from

a 2 mm orifice. Due to the low rise height the bub-

ble rose vertically. As the bubble approached the solid

boundary it began to decelerate before impacting the

surface, with the drainage of the liquid film being de-

scribed using lubrication theory [40]. During this pe-

riod a number of forces act to slow the advance of the

bubble, which include the added mass due to the ac-

celeration of the liquid around the bubble, the history

force, which accounts for the finite time required by

the surrounding flow to adjust itself to the change in

slip velocity (Klaseboer et al. [41]), the lift force due

to the vorticity in the flow and the buoyancy and drag

forces. When the bubble approaches the wall, the film

pressure begins to increase, the corresponding force be-

coming much larger in magnitude than the buoyancy

force, as noted by Klaseboer et al. [41].

As previously reported by Donoghue et al. [25], if a

bubble impacts a horizontal surface at an angle, the en-

suing wake impacts and develops in the direction away

from the bubble. This holds true for all bubble sizes

tested if the impact is at a significant angle, which

causes path deviation. The amount of path deviation

and the variation in bubble size will dictate the area

affected by the bubble and its ensuing wake. In cases

where a bubble rises vertically, with the bubble’s major

axis being approximately parallel to the heated surface,

the enhancement due to the ensuing wake is found to

be approximately annular. This type of convective en-

hancement pattern is found to occur more for larger

bubbles whose rise path is less susceptible to deviation.
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Fig. 5 (a) Convective heat flux and (b) dimensionless surface
temperature for a 4.1 mm bubble, at a time of 10 ms after
the initial impact. The black line indicates the slice shown in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 3 illustrates the initial rebound of a 4.1 mm

bubble, released from a height of 20 mm, between the

times of 0 – 14 ms post impact, with 0 ms being the

moment of impact. These images are of interest due

to the observable fluid temperature gradients, as a re-

sult of reduced lighting, and allow partial insight into

the fluid motion during the initial impact and rebound
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event. Both the bubble and the subsequent wake im-

pact were found to be symmetric and approximately

central in the test section. The variation in the fluid

density, which is coupled to the wake impact, is evident

at either side of the bubble in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3 at a time of 1 ms after impact, a region

of counter clockwise fluid motion occurs on the right

hand side of the bubble at a position of Sx = 4 mm,

with the opposite occurring on the left hand side. This

rotation of fluid was found to be linked to the bubble’s

rebound. Between times of 2 – 3 ms (Fig. 3 c & d) this

vortex grows slightly, extending beyond Sx = 4 mm as

the bubble pulls inwards. Fig. 3 e and f illustrate the

bubble motion at 4 and 5 ms; in this case a secondary,

inner vortex appears due to the continued retraction

of the bubble. The direction of this new inner vortex

is again counter clockwise on the bubble’s right hand

side, with the outer vortex being pushed towards the

surface and now rotating in a clockwise direction. The

inner vortex was determined to grow in size between

times of 4 – 14 ms, which may be inferred from Fig. 3 e

to o. At times of 10 – 13 ms, just visible in Fig. 3 k to

n, at a position of Sx = 3 mm, a region of “dark” fluid

visually appears at the edge of bubble, ending between

the inner and outer vortices, which is depicted in Fig. 3

g and illustrated in Fig. 4. This stream of fluid actually

begins earlier, but is difficult to illustrate in the still

photographs, though can be identified from the video

footage. It was found to initiate at the outer corner of

the bubble, the point furthest from the surface, and is

thought to be the stream of fluid which reverses the

direction of the original outer vortex.

3.2 Local Heat Transfer

Fig. 5 illustrates the convective heat flux and dimen-

sionless surface temperature at a time of 10 ms for the

4.1 mm bubble impacting from a height of 20 mm. The

direction and location of a surface line is shown, inter-

secting the centre of the impact zone, which relates to

the data shown in Fig. 6 & Fig. 7. Once again the sym-

metry of the cross section is noteworthy. In this case the

approximate surface temperature prior to the bubble’s

impact was 41.8 ± 0.3◦C

In Fig. 6, for the initial period following impact,

two different enhancement zones are present; the first

is due to the bubble’s impact, with the second being as-

sumed to be a result of the wake. As the bubble impact

and developing wake is symmetric, only one side needs

to be commented on. The effect of the bubble impact

and the beginning of its rebound is evident between the

limits of Ssl = 1.5 – 3 mm. The initial impact edge of

the bubble is at Ssl = 3 mm; as the release height is

low the enhancement is insignificant until a time of 4

– 6 ms. The initial impact convective heat flux has a

maximum of approximately 40 kW/m2 at 6 ms. As the

edges of the bubble pull inwards this ring of convec-

tive enhancement shifts inwards, being at a position of

Ssl = 1.5 mm at a time of 20 ms. Notably, as the edges

of the bubble move inwards, the region where the initial

impact occurred experiences a reduction in convective

heat flux as the surface temperature rises. This region

of low convective heat flux is thought to be related to

the counter clockwise inner vortex, visible in Fig. 3 j.

From Fig. 5, the outer ring of negative convective heat

flux at a time of 10 ms is evident, as the bubble begins

to recover its shape.

At the outer regions (3 – 4.5 mm) of enhancement in

Fig. 6, the impact of the wake can be inferred to begin

at a time of 12 ms. This is related to the flow field shown

in Fig. 3 m, whereby the “dark” cool fluid is forced to

flow between the inner and outer vortices. The outer

initial vortex appears not to enhance or reduce heat

transfer during the initial impact and rebound, since

this vortex is slightly separated from the surface. Once

the ensuing wake (dark fluid) impacts the surface, the

convective heat flux increases significantly, to levels just

above 150 kW/m2, in a short time period. The peak in

enhancement in Fig. 6 occurs between the times of 16 –

18 ms, while at a time of 20 ms, the peak is depressed.

Fig. 7 illustrates the convective heat flux and dimen-

sionless surface temperature between times of 20 – 40

ms. The bubble was found to completely rebound from

the surface at a time of 23 ms as illustrated in Fig. 8;

again the bubble’s rebound process was found to be

symmetric. During the time period shown in Fig. 7, af-

ter 23 ms the bubble is away from the surface. In this

case, the impacted wake was found to spread beyond

±4 mm; instead, it appears that the wake shifts in-

wards, as far as ±2 mm. This rapid shift inwards is due

to the bubble’s shape change, pulling a portion of the

outward moving wake inwards to ±2 mm. This shift

is apparent in Fig. 7 between the times of 20 and 40

ms. Thus, the bubble originally extended as far as ±3.5

mm (Fig. 3 a), which is reduced to ±2 mm (Fig. 8).

Notably, the enhancement zone does not extend inside

the extremities of the bubble, which in this case is ±2

mm.

This wake motion results from the shape of the bub-

ble prior to leaving the surface, together with the in-

fluence of the fluid which is trapped within the impact

dimple. The outline of the bubble at two time periods

of 14 and 19 ms is sketched in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9 a, both

the inner and outer vortex are present, as inferred from

the temperature gradients. As the bubble has retracted

from its impact shape, the lower edges pull inwards and
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Fig. 6 Convective heat flux and dimensionless surface temperature along a defined line on the surface, with a ∆t = 2 ms,
during a time period of 0 – 20 ms. The release height is 20 mm.

this drags the inner vortex inwards. In this case the ris-

ing wake continues its rise path around the bubble as

depicted.

Fig. 9 (b) illustrates the bubble at a time of 19 ms.

At this instance the bubble has a vertical height of 5

mm, with an approximate width of 4 mm at its widest.

As the bubble has pulled inwards, this results in the ris-

ing wake, which was impacting in-between the two vor-

tices, being pushed away from the surface. Thus, during

the impact process, two dimples form on the bubble’s

surface: one between the bubble and the surface, the

second at the bubble’s lower edge. Both dimples can be

inferred at a time of 9 ms in Fig. 3 i to o. As the bub-

ble continues its retraction, this lower dimple inverts

(Sz = 18 mm), expelling the previously captured wake

fluid back against the continually rising wake. This re-

versal of fluid flow is enhanced by the bubble rebound,

which temporarily disconnects the rising wake from the

enhancement zone, with the disconnection being illus-

trated in Fig. 9 a and b.

Once the bubble has left the surface at a time of 22

ms, the zone extending beyond ±3 mm experiences a

continued temperature reduction, as shown in Fig. 7.

This peak heat flux steadily shifts inwards to ±2 mm

at a time of 40 ms, all the while steadily reducing due

to the change in temperature. The source of this en-

hancement has been inferred from a single PIV test in

which the bubble bounced in a similar fashion to that

shown here [42]. Between the time period of 20 – 40

ms, the outer vortex on the right hand side rotates in

a clockwise direction; this rotation moves fluid towards

the void left by the bubble’s shape recovery. In Fig. 8

b, the vortex is located at approximately ± 4 mm at a

height of 19 mm, while the “void” is located between

the bubble and the rolling vortex. This vortex motion

(clockwise) combines with the motion of the bubble to
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Fig. 7 Convective heat flux and dimensionless surface temperature along a define slice in the surface, with a ∆t = 2 ms,
during a time period of 20 – 40 ms. The release height is 20 mm.

cool the surface, by circulating fluid into the void. The

fluid which is pulled inwards is the bulk fluid which is

adjacent to the boundary layer, now a mixture of both

warm and cool fluid. The extent of the wake is visible

in Fig. 10 at a time of 30 ms.

The bubble’s dimple was found to be fully inverted

at a time of 21 ms, resulting in both increases and

decreases in convective heat flux which are observable

within the limits of ±2 mm in Fig. 7, while the main

portion of the wake does not encroach inside this limit.

This limit again was found to be the minimum width

of the bubble upon rebound from the surface.

At a time of 40 ms as seen from Fig. 7, the convec-

tive heat flux has reduced significantly. As inferred from

PIV images [42], this is due to the vortex shifting fur-

ther outwards, reducing in strength, and due to the fact

that the bubble is no longer pulling inwards. This lower

enhancement may also be linked to the inversion of the

bubble’s impact dimple, which is thought to contain

both warm boundary layer fluid and cool bulk fluid.

Fig. 11 illustrates the variation in the convective

heat flux and dimensionless surface temperature be-

tween the times of 40 – 80 ms for the 4.1 mm bubble

and a 20 mm release height. During this time period the

bubble re-impacts the surface at a time of 48 ms before

rebounding from the surface again at a time of 70 ms.

The initial re-impact at 48 ms causes an increase in the

convective heat flux in the central region, while at the

bubble’s edge negative heat flux occurs. This ring of

negative heat flux is evident in Fig. 12 a at a time of 50

ms. This re-impact causes both enhancement and re-

duction of the convective heat transfer, particularly at

a position of ±2 mm. At this position, there is initially

positive enhancement of approximately 40 kW/m2; as

the bubble re-impacts the surface, the edges of the bub-

ble impact this region with a greater velocity than the
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Fig. 8 Impact of a 4.1 mm bubble released from a height of
20 mm, (a) at a time of 21 ms and (b) 23 ms.

main portion of the bubble. This causes the rapid de-

crease in convective heat flux at this point, as warm

fluid is forced against the lower temperature surface,

to an approximate value of -35 kW/m2. As the bubble

rebounds from the surface, this region experiences pos-

itive enhancement of approximately 30 kW/m2, which

steadily reduces over time. The bubble re-impacted the

surface once more at a time of 94 ms (not shown), which

was again found to affect the convective enhancement.

During this time period the outer vortex, Ssl > 4 mm,

cools the surface slowly, with the vertical extent of the

vortex increasing in size to around 2.5 mm. Eames &

Dalziel [43] investigated the flow around a rigid sphere

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Bubble outline and approximate fluid motion at a
time of (a) 14 ms and (b) 19 ms.

impacting a solid surface. It was found that when the

sphere made contact with the wall, a wake vortex, ini-

tially located at the rear of the sphere, was able to

shroud the sphere and impact the wall. This generated

a secondary vortex ring which, together with the initial

wake, was found to push liquid radially outwards. Im-

ages captured by Eames & Dalziel [43] were found to

be qualitatively consistent with the results observed in

this study with large ellipsoidal bubbles.

4 Conclusion

An experimental study has been conducted on a large

ellipsoidal bubble impacting a solid horizontal heated

surface. Surface temperature variations and resolved

convective heat flux are presented, along the bubble mo-

tion which were captured at a frequency of 1 kHz. The

heated surface was an ohmically heated 10 µm thick

Constantan foil, with a 2 mm diameter stainless steel

orifice being used to generate the 4.1 mm bubble.

During the bubble’s rise, significant wake structures

were found to develop at the rear of the bubble, insti-

gated by the change in the bubble’s aspect ratio. Vari-

ations in aspect ratio and bubble velocity have been

linked to the bubble’s departure conditions, as shown

by Tomiyama et al. [38] and Wu & Gharib [39]. In cases
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Fig. 10 (a) Convective heat flux and (b) dimensionless sur-
face temperature for a 4.1 mm bubble, at a time of 30 ms
after the initial impact. The release height is 20 mm.

where large bubble deformations occur, the wake can

become partially separated from the bubble, impacting

in separate zones.

In cases where the wake spreads significantly along

the surface, a situation can arise in which a rolling vor-

tex which initially cooled the surface becomes counter

productive, convecting warm boundary layer fluid on

top of the previously cooled surface. If a bubble im-

pacts the surface evenly as shown in the present study,

the cooling pattern is symmetric, while being split into

two regions. The inner region is a result of the bubble

impact, while the outer region was found to be due to

the ensuing wake moving around the bubble.

This article has provided a detailed review of the

bubble impact dynamics and associated heat transfer

mechanisms for a single bubble size and rise height.

However, a broader based investigation with a wider

range of bubble sizes and test conditions is planned as

a future study.
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